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Abstract:  
This paper analyzes varying methodological approaches to the transference of both testimony and artifact in 

constructing written history. It follows two contemporary texts, each of which attempts to accurately and 

sympathetically portray the lives of specific Jewish families in the periods prior to and during the Second World 

War. The fundamental question of the paper has to do with determining the degree to which an author/historian 

may emplot himself/herself or his/her subjective voice into an explication of historical events, while maintaining 

fidelity to those events. In Hayden White’s terms, this constitutes “the fiction of factual representation”, that is, 

“the extent to which the discourse of the historian and that of the imaginative writer overlap”. Only by contrasting 

texts that operate differently - a mostly traditional historical approach set against a modern narrative approach - 

can we develop a vocabulary for tracking memory and postmemory transference. This paper, configured as a 

comparative textual analysis, shows that a delicate balance between objective data and subjective insight is the 

only viable way to extract clarity from what we understand as collective memory. 
 

Keywords: postmemory, emplotment, memoir, narrative history, Second World War 

 
 

Motto: “The first duty of a biographer… is to plod, without looking to 

right or left, in the indelible footprints of truth” (Virginia Woolf, 

Orlando). 

 
 

I 

 

Introduction 

At the outset of a long study into his family history, Edmund de Waal does not expect to like Charles 

Ephrussi - his great uncle and perhaps most famous forebear - because, as de Waal notes, Charles is 

“much, much too rich for his own good” (35). Charles, a dandy, a sportsman, and a collector, embodies 

the epitome of inherited wealth, and is a flagrant bourgeois. Living in fin-de-siècle Paris, Charles can 

afford to cherry-pick from avant-garde culture, and sets stakes in literature, music, and art. The prizes he 

collects are not just aesthetic in value but also reflect a language of status: coming from a long dynasty 

of upper class Eastern European Jews, Charles and his family are nevertheless outsiders when they 

arrive in France, and intend to make every possible effort at integrating with the Parisian social elite. 

Beyond commerce, cultural innovation will drive them to that end. 

In establishing the parameters of his history, de Waal is acutely aware of both the nearsightedness 

and general bias present in this outlook, and yet makes no apology. The reason for this, we are given to 

understand, is the necessary degree that his personal and familial histories interweave at the core of his 

study, The Hare with the Amber Eyes. For his purposes, de Waal acts not only as a historian writing 
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biography, but also as a participant in the narrative discovery of that history. To the extent that he 

recounts for the reader this process of discovery alongside the method by which he synthesizes and 

assembles the information he uncovers, de Waal divests himself of the historian’s traditional raison 

d'être, as arbiter of a factual record. 

The question of emplotment is crucial for understanding this approach of narrative within history and 

history within narrative. Where, exactly, does de Waal himself figure into the story? To begin, in 

distancing himself from the historian’s function, de Waal instead distinguishes himself primarily as a 

storyteller, interested in the “sensuous, sinuous intertwining of things with memories” (17). In this way, 

de Waal aligns himself with a narrative style that historian and literary critic Hayden White refers to as 

pantextual (Pluralism 226). For de Waal, as for White, the approach to history must be broadly inclusive 

of multiple realms of thought. That is, “for the pantextualist, any representation of history has to be 

considered a construction of language, thought, and imagination rather than a report of… historical 

events themselves” (White Pluralism 226). No formal training or purely academic methodology can 

uncover the types of truths that interest de Waal, and so he begins his narrative by embedding himself 

at its core, as an “engaged spectator” by which to synthesize its connected parts (Ricoeur 259). Simply, 

and without pretext, de Waal moves himself to action: to “go and find out” his family’s history (17). 

If we consider biographical and autobiographical writing as genres of history, what constitutes their 

limits? In contrast to de Waal’s circumvention of purely factual reporting, it is useful to consider the 

ways in which traditional, scholarly historians construct a similar account of history. In Life and Loss in 

the Shadow of the Holocaust, Rebecca Boehling and Uta Larkey set out to chronicle, through such 

available sources as postcards, letters, and photographs, the lives of members of the extended German-

Jewish Kaufmann-Steinberg family through the early part of the 20th century (2, 9). Because the source 

material available to Boehling and Larkey is personal in nature, written without the intent of exposing 

historical truths, the historians must devote attention to issues of accuracy and fidelity. Letters to a 

parent, they explain, may work to hide or obscure certain details that would be related with more 

honesty to a sibling or friend (Boehling and Larkey 156). To this end, Boehling and Larkey intend not only 

to “find the right balance in the relationship between the subject and context” - that is, between these 

people and the time in which they live -, but also to “deconstruct the subjective mythology” inherent in 

the Kaufmann-Steinberg source material (6). 

As with de Waal’s text, identifying the narrative emplotment of Life and Loss in the Shadow of the 

Holocaust is a useful place to begin an analysis. Such a critical application reveals that Boehling and 

Larkey, with a keen eye towards traditional historicity, implant themselves as an authoritative feature of 

the text: the reader is asked to completely trust not just their methodology, but also their actual 

representation of events. Boehling and Larkey’s source material (primarily letters and photographs) are 

consistently put forward alongside secondary sources in order to “ground the narrative”, and to imbue 

their subjects, when appropriate, with the agency of a personal voice (8). In this, Boehling and Larkey 

achieve support built on the following twofold effect: a demonstration of fidelity to their historical data, 

while equally maintaining compassion for their subjects. Even still, the historians employ the technique 

of narrative discourse - storytelling - to join those supports together. With this in mind, we may begin to 

track certain instances that are, if not anachronistic, at least in line with what Hayden White identifies as 

the “middle voice” (Limits 48). Aside from its linguistic application, the middle voice concept applies to 

written history in moments when the historian “is presumed to be interior to the action” (White Limits 

48). That is, the constructed narrative begins to involve author and subject operating on the same plane. 

In the case of Life and Loss, although Boehling and Larkey do not attempt to place themselves within the 

narrative proper, they do take liberties with its frame by implying an almost personal, rather than 
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historical, familiarity with their subjects - almost as if they too were members of the extended family in 

dialogue.  

Unlike de Waal, Boehling and Larkey’s process is not one of imminent discovery; instead, they assert 

from the outset that a literal history is already present within their source material and the task of their 

research is simply to pull out the data and synthesize it for the reader, by “interpreting and analyzing 

how the external events surrounding the individual family members affected their personal life 

decisions” (9). Even so, in the process of constructing their source material into narrative, the historians 

often permit themselves subjective flourishes, effectively migrating away from the aforementioned 

mandate. Although their narrative voice may not function quite as de Waal’s, there is nevertheless a 

considerable subjectivity emplotted at the core of Life and Loss. 

Boehling and Larkey’s discourse figures, first, through subjective assessments of various photographs 

depicting members of the family, such as one set with Henny and Selma, the two sisters who serve as 

the family’s joint matriarchs. Boehling and Larkey describe the sisters in these photos, taken throughout 

the 1930s and during a time of particular unrest in their lives, as looking “much older than their years” 

(53). In their descriptions, the historians prefer a literary to literal technique, and utilize the philosophic-

literary trope of Spinoza’s affect: simply, that the sisters’ outward appearance had, by the 1930s, grown 

to reflect the strife endured in their personal lives to a quantifiable degree. In another photograph of a 

slightly later period, the historians again offer their interpretation of Selma’s appearance, this time 

calling it “pensive” (Boehling and Larkey 151), again perfectly in line with a general mood they have just 

described, even though such a descriptor is unverifiable by its very nature. Notably, neither of these 

photographs is included for review, although many other photographs are provided in the text. The 

reader, then, must rely not only on the historians’ accounting of the visual elements, but likewise their 

subjective interpretation of the photographs’ content.  

Although literary interpretations of family photographs may constitute a step outside the historian’s 

traditional realm, Boehling and Larkey apply this subjectivity consciously, in order to enforce a tone they 

believe present in their other source material. If we imagine that Boehling and Larkey, at the time of 

writing their history, had access to the same selection of photographs the family possessed in the 1930s, 

we can conclude their value to be fundamentally different than other source material such as the letters 

sent among members of the family, and the diaries kept by some individuals. Whereas diaries and 

letters are written towards a certain purpose, or with the goal of a specific explication, photographs as 

artifact possess no inherent meaning, and lay outside the realm of their subjects’ input. Photography, 

for this reason, can offer exceptional comparative insight. 

In Marianne Hirsch’s study of postmemory, photography is an important mode for understanding 

historic events, especially because photographs can be faithfully transmitted inter-generationally 

without losing fidelity. Although memory fades, and even written accounts may prove inaccurate or 

false, no aspect of the content of a photograph is ephemeral - indeed, it retains an immediacy unlike 

other materials. More specifically, “photography’s promise to offer an access to the event itself, and its 

easy assumption of iconic and symbolic power, makes it a uniquely powerful medium for the 

transmission of events that remain unimaginable” (Hirsch 107-8). Although the photographs employed 

by Boehling and Larkey are of a largely domestic nature - they certainly do not depict unimaginable 

events in the way Hirsch means - they are nevertheless charged with meaning in contrast to the events 

they frame within the text. Evidence of this can be found among the most visceral accounts presented in 

Life and Loss, such as a section on Kristallnacht entitled “The November Pogrom… and its Consequences 

for Kurt and his Family” (Boehling and Larkey 108). The title of this section is important because it is 

placed directly opposite a photograph of Kurt and his family dated 1933, five years before Kristallnacht. 

In this photograph the well-dressed group of men and women pose jovially, hands on hips, smiling 
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widely to the camera. Despite the group’s apparent contentedness, the juxtaposition of this photograph 

against the adjoining chapter title evokes for the reader a sense of the tragedy Kurt and his family will 

soon endure. The photograph necessarily takes on the qualities of a reading it does not itself possess. 

For their storytelling function, and as they relate as artifacts of postmemory, Boehling and Larkey 

contextualize the photographs through their own subjective interpretation. For de Waal, however, 

photographs transcend mere artifact and become an early key in his narrative discovery. As a precursor 

to his expansive research, de Waal describes a visit to the home of his uncle Iggie, born a Viennese Jew 

in 1906 and by the 1990s residing in Tokyo. Beyond wishing to respect his uncle’s privacy and personal 

space (he intends neither to profit from, nor overtly publicize his uncle’s history), he also hopes not to 

disturb Iggie’s process of recollection. Rather than trying to interview him, collect facts, or become his 

uncle’s “amanuensis”, all of which de Waal finds both “formal and inappropriate” (6), he is prepared to 

accept Iggie’s version of events, unfolding as they do in Iggie’s own words, as a crucial part of the history 

itself. And with that, again, de Waal admonishes the historian’s mandate of objective exposition in favor 

of emplotting himself within the history’s narrative. The stories Iggie offers de Waal, along with de 

Waal’s act of receiving them, become equally important. 

Again, we usefully adopt Hayden White’s idea of the middle voice: a particular method of history 

writing wherein “the subject is constituted as immediately contemporary with the writing” (Limits 49). 

Figured in this way, and further restricted by his personal sense of decorum, de Waal is limited to 

discreet observations. In his description of certain photographs, for example, found in his uncle’s 

apartment, it is important that we notice not just their content, but so too the method, and even the 

sequence, in which de Waal observes them, in order to understand their significance. Further, whereas 

Boehling and Larkey may apply any of a selection of photographs in support of their narrative, de Waal 

must rely on the memory of a single instance of glimpsing his uncle’s snapshots. For de Waal, an 

important encounter with first hand evidence is both fleeting and transitory, as through the crack in a 

partially opened door: 

 

And through the door in Iggie’s apartment on his desk there was a photograph of them together in a 

boat on the Inland Sea, a mountain of pines behind them, dappled sunshine on the water… Jiro, so 

good-looking with his hair slicked back, has an arm over Iggie’s shoulder. And another picture… on a 

cruise ship somewhere off Hawaii, in evening dress, arm in arm (8). 

 

Here a literary trope, “arm in arm”, completes the narrative sequence to gain a particular emotive 

effect (8). 

By the time Boehling and Larkey have access to the Kaufmann-Steinberg photographs, they are no 

longer just relics in Marianne Steinberg’s “old family photograph albums”, and instead constitute 

“embodied experience in the process of transmission” (Boehling and Larkey 1, Hirsch 111). Considered 

in this way, they fit well into Marianne Hirsch’s understanding of postmemory. But for Hirsch’s idea of 

postmemory transmission to be effective, the photographs available to the historian must be fully 

unencumbered of the generation that produced them. In historian Paul Ricoeur’s words: ”To be 

received, a testimony must be appropriated, that is, divested as much as possible of the absolute 

foreignness that horror engenders. This drastic condition is not satisfied in the case of survivor’s 

testimonies… the witness himself had no distance on the events; he was a “participant”, without being 

the agent, the actor; he was their victim” (176). 

As long as Marianne Steinberg is in possession of her family photographs, they are hinged on her 

personal testimony. Only in the hands of the historians can they be fully expressed. In The Hare with the 

Amber Eyes, de Waal complicates this idea of postmemory. Since his uncle Iggie has selected which 
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photographs appear on his desk, he has censored the pool of memory available for de Waal’s discovery: 

like with Iggie’s storytelling, de Waal can only observe. In this case, postmemory and firsthand memory 

cannot be sufficiently disentangled. Although greatly profitable for Boehling and Larkey, photographs 

prove a dead-end for de Waal’s narrative quest. 

 

 

II 

 

In order to understand the tools used to assemble The Hare with the Amber Eyes, it is necessary to 

dismantle not only how de Waal portrays significant family events, but also his reasons for including 

them. Since he sets a precedent for reading his narrative as both subjective memoir and objective 

history, we do not object to following de Waal as he freely leans, whenever necessary, into either realm. 

Matched against stories and photographs, de Waal next traces location, “set[ting] off to find Charles” in 

Paris, the first place the Ephrussi family settle after leaving Odessa (21). De Waal describes the Ephrussi 

family, eventually one of the most powerful and influential families of late-19th-century Paris - Jewish or 

otherwise - upon their arrival, as feeling an urgent pressure to conform to bourgeois standards. They 

immediately work towards this end by mastering the French language, since “with languages, you can 

move from one social situation to another. With languages, you are at home anywhere” (de Wall 44). 

Thus established, the family, and Charles Ephrussi especially, easily slip into Parisian culture. Since for 

members of a rich Jewish family in 19th-century Paris it was “contrary to social practice to be seen to 

work”, Charles instead invests his time and money into contemporary salon culture (de Wall 72). 

It is in the midst of this culture of gatherings and soirées that Charles first comes into contact with 

Marcel Proust. As a child, we gather, de Waal was exposed to this piece of family lore as a fragment: 

Proust had apparently based part of the characterization of Charles Swann from his magnum opus In 

Search of Lost Time after Charles Ephrussi. De Waal, however, unsatisfied with the simplicity of this 

account, tasks himself with determining exactly where Charles Swann and Charles Ephrussi intersect (de 

Wall 120). Cautious of “losing [Charles] into Proust studies”, de Waal envisions the first meeting 

between these men (121). Armed with “an early essay” written by Proust, de Waal skims the literary 

record, half inventing and half interpreting the following scene: “Proust notices Charles. There is a 

hubbub and he moves closer through the throng of writers and socialites. Charles is there in a corner 

talking to a portrait painter, their heads bowed and conversing so softly and intensely that, though he 

hovers nearby, Proust cannot overhear even a scintilla of their conversation” (40, 54). 

De Waal’s conclusion is foregone: no doubt Proust has become enamored of Charles and must know 

him better. De Waal has overwritten the threadbare family mythology in favor of his own narrative, and 

has unequivocally - perhaps ahistorically - concluded that Charles Swann is Charles Ephrussi and no one 

else: “when I encounter Swann [in Proust’s writing] he is funny and charming, but he has a quality of 

reserve… That is my Charles” (122). 

In addition to salon life, de Waal takes note of Charles’s penchant for collecting, an equally important 

project for assimilation into this “glittering Parisian world” (123). In an effort to prepare himself “for a 

life in public”, Charles creates “his own burgundy-and-gold mise en scène in his Parisian bedroom” (de 

Wall 50). More to the point, Charles becomes a collector in general of art and artifact, eventually raising 

a “collection of forty Impressionist works” including examples from Manet and Renoir both of whom, as 

with Proust, he comes to befriend personally (de Wall 89). In terms of artifact, Charles, drawn to the late 

19th century French craze for Japonisme, purchases a “complete and spectacular collection” of Japanese 
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netsuke - miniature hand-carved statuettes (de Wall 65, 77). Both because of their uniqueness, and 

because they are one of the few items of Ephrussi’s wealth to survive the Second World War, de Waal 

devotes the rest of his narrative, in essence, to following the netsuke from Charles in Paris to his own 

great grandparents in Vienna, to their son Iggie, and finally into his own possession in present day 

London. This constitutes a striking shift in narrative approach. Along with de Waal’s research and 

personal experience, he permits the netsuke, as “things with memories” (de Wall 17), to bear witness, 

and in this, they construct a new version of postmemory transference.  

From Paris, de Waal tracks the netsuke as they travel as a gift from Charles to the home of his own 

great grandparents in Vienna. These Ephrussi, like their Parisian kin, while quiet proponents of 

maintaining their Jewish identity, are much more interested in aligning themselves above all else, with 

the “secular and new” (de Wall 126). In Vienna in 1899, the essential way to abide by this new secular 

approach fell under the idea of Bildung: assimilation by means of “culture, knowledge, [and] the journey 

towards experience” (de Wall 145). For narrative purposes, de Waal adopts his family’s model, likewise 

seeking “the journey towards experience” (de Wall 145). He visits the Palais Ephrussi on Vienna’s 

Ringstrasse, and faithfully traces the daily and often mundane lives of his Viennese forbears, cautiously 

anticipating the devastating changes imminent to their routine. As his great grandparents embed further 

into Austrian life, and his grandmother and her siblings grow up as Austrian Jews, de Waal begins to hint 

towards the moment already present in his reader’s mind: Jewish persecutions and growing anti-

Semitism, the German annexation of Austria, and the onset of the Second World War (de Wall 285). 

When he reaches this point his technique again shifts. Despite a crucial emplotment in its narrative 

structure thus far, to address this extremely difficult historical period, de Waal attempts to gain distance 

from personal testimony and instead retreats to conveying strictly verifiable data, what he calls “safe 

academic territory” (79). Like Boehling and Larkey’s general approach, de Waal now entrusts the 

recorded events of history to direct his narrative, backing every detail with objective data. But de Waal 

has already severed his ties with theory and methodology, and we note in his unfamiliar adhesion to the 

historic record a palpable anxiety. His goal is to eliminate interpretation from the troubling account of 

his family’s exodus from Vienna, but the tone of his narrative has already precluded this undertaking. 

What he means to tell us is that, forced from their home and their assets seized, the Ephrussis attempt 

fleeing to England, and his great grandmother Emmy dies en route. But in recounting this piece of 

history, de Waal reflexively re-enables his conscious voice: he wonders “whether it was too much for 

Emmy… that the one place in her life in which she had been completely free had become another trap” 

(266). The transference of this memory from the event to the narrative necessarily evokes in de Waal an 

emotional reflection. Safe academic territory proves an impossible maneuver. 

Of singular importance in de Waal’s process is his discovery of a manuscript written by his 

grandmother Elizabeth depicting this period in her life. De Waal asserts that the manuscript is not only 

unpublished but also “unpublishable” because “the rawness of its emotion makes for uncomfortable 

reading” (293-4). Elizabeth’s novel, itself largely a memoir veiled thinly by slight changes to names and 

occupations, nevertheless remains consistent with more important details. De Waal offers only a brief 

sample of the manuscript, and only as much as might be required to demonstrate that its protagonist 

assuredly represents his grandmother - the rest is left undisclosed. Precisely due to its rawness of 

emotion, de Waal keeps the manuscript safely outside of his text. For de Waal, while his grandmother’s 

manuscript is not suitable for publication in whole, it remains significant in his story for the emotive 

qualities it conveys. Primarily, it is of use to de Waal because it “helps [him] understand how she felt”, 

which he prefers to then emplot with his own distinct voice (305). 

De Waal’s approach, to distance or keep secret the most personal, the most graphic and visceral 

details, and represent them only distantly, through subjective summary, indicates the main difference 
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between The Hare with the Amber Eyes and Life and Loss in the Shadow of the Holocaust. In the latter 

text, Boehling and Larkey concern themselves with a representation of events as honest and close to 

their source material as possible. To this end, when portraying the personal and visceral details of the 

Kaufmann-Steinberg family history, Boehling and Larkey defer to the family’s own account, and 

reproduce their words directly. In so doing, they acknowledge the difficulty inherent in defining the 

limits of representation, and avoid what Saul Friedlander identifies as an extreme folly: the moment a 

reader of history can sense that “some interpretation or representation is wrong” (Limits 4). Boehling 

and Larkey sidestep this problem, and imbue the family with direct historical agency. 

A significant example of Boehling and Larkey’s deferral to the source material comes as the result of 

a particular tension between the three siblings, Kurt, Lotti, and Marianne. At the point where the 

narrative introduces this argument, all three siblings have fled Germany leaving their mother and aunt 

behind, and can only communicate with each other by post. Although it is made clear that each sibling 

to some extent blames the others for their mother’s desperate position left alone in Germany, Boehling 

and Larkey eschew their typical discursive approach, and instead favor reproducing the sibling’s letters 

as faithfully as possible, limiting their own role for this part of the text to simple contextualization. 

Although the nature of these documents, personal as they are, seems to naturally preclude 

commentary, it is worth remembering that Boehling and Larkey have no obligation to respect this. In 

fact, in their role as historians, they would not be at fault for instituting both contextualization and 

interpretation equally. And so here a demonstration of restraint poses a contradiction in terms. While it 

may be compassionate to their subjects, it is also less edifying to the reader of history.  

Other moments, equally visceral in nature, demand the historians’ input. For example, following his 

release from the Buchenwald concentration camp, Boehling and Larkey report that Kurt was unable to 

“bring himself to describe his time [there] to his family, presumably because it was too painful to relive 

the horror and fear he experienced… but also probably because he did not wish to traumatize them” 

(Life 129). In pointing to the absence of Kurt’s own voice, Boehling and Larkey defend their use of 

peripheral details and their second-hand interpretation of his experience at Buchenwald; there is, after 

all, nothing more available to them. Unlike de Waal’s grandmother Elizabeth, whose manuscript of her 

emotive state after the war is intentionally suppressed by the narrator-de Waal-for his own sake, Kurt 

has made the inverse decision, and removed his voice from a discussion of Buchenwald entirely, 

specifically enabling Boehling and Larkey, for the sake of historical inquiry, to speak on his behalf. 

 

 

III 

 

Conclusions 

In Swann’s Way, Proust burdens Charles Swann with an unrelenting, irrevocable love for Odette. At 

one point Swann teeters on the border between reclaiming his “intellectual and social interests”, all of 

which he has sacrificed for Odette, and fully succumbing to his desire for her, which assumes for him “a 

sort of reality superior to that of concrete things” (Proust 335). Although de Waal points to no historical 

equivalent for Odette in the life of Charles Ephrussi, their relationship as described in Swann’s Way is 

nevertheless of some value in considering the ways in which Charles - both Swann and Ephrussi - are 

handled by their respective narrators. Proust describes Swann as “himself” only “in thralldom to 

another” (Proust 339). Within the narrative, we can take this to mean that Swann only exists 

subordinately, first to Odette, but ultimately to Proust as author. In this same vein, and in consideration 
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of the same narrative effect, the Ephrussi family only exists in The Hare with the Amber Eyes in thrall to 

their heir, Edmund de Waal. 
No similar precept exists in Life and Loss in the Shadow of the Holocaust. In this text, Rebecca 

Boehling and Uta Larkey use primary source documents - letters, photographs, and diaries - in order to 

support their general narrative. There are moments, in addition, importantly the most graphic and 

visceral parts of the history, where the historians imbue the Kaufmann-Steinberg family with direct 

historical agency and allow their letters and diaries to speak directly. In contrast with de Waal, Boehling 

and Larkey make every effort to avoid aesthetic influence, and disenthrall, as far as possible, the 

Kaufmann-Steinbergs from the narrative voice required of history writing, reserving it only to add 

context or join fragments. 

In The Hare with the Amber Eyes, Edmund de Waal neither wishes to purport literal accuracy, nor be 

judged on the merits of his historical fidelity. De Waal’s process, less constrained than a historian’s 

approach, records both history and memoir in tandem. To this end, de Waal’s process can be described 

again in Hayden White’s terms, as “the fiction of factual representation”, that is, “the extent to which 

the discourse of the historian and that of the imaginative writer overlap” (Fictions 22). Whereas de Waal 

embeds himself in the history he studies, Boehling and Larkey intentionally address their subjects from a 

distance, because they believe, in line with Marianne Hirsch’s notion of postmemory, that this method 

produces greater clarity. No matter their investment with historical fidelity however, both texts are 

fundamentally emplotted with narrative voice, and as such, both constitute a kind of collective memory. 

Rather than impose any limitation, this form serves each text with a wider vocabulary for addressing 

both history and narrative - rather than a purely academic study or a purely aesthetic embellishment, it 

permits both realms to function inclusively, if not strictly “in the indelible footprints of truth”, then at 

least towards those which approach truth. 
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